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1 - He's Dead...

Zim: Only one more finishing touch, and... HaHA! My latest geniusly genius plan has been devised!
Now, to test it out...

GIR(Runs into the base): Whatcha doin?

Zim: Just testing out the new genius plan!

GIR: Mkay! I'm gonna stand here and watch!

Zim(Gives GIR a confuzzled look): Okay, then... Anyway, now to test it out!!!

(Zim pushes a button on a large machine and lights start flashing and the machine starts whirring)

Zim: Yes... Soon the Earth will be mine!!!

GIR: Yay Earth! Uh... Yay!

(The machine starts whirring faster and faster)

Zim: I must let the Tallest see my success! GIR! Send a transmission to the Tallest!

GIR(In duty mode): Yes Sir!

(GIR runs up to the monitor as the machine keeps whirring. He switches it on)

Red: You have GOT to be kidding me... What now, Zim?

Purple: It'd better be important!

Zim: Yes, my Tallets, it is. You see, I am about to overthrow the Earth!

(The Tallests raise their eyebrows, unsure)

Zim: And it will all be done with this one machine!

(Zim steps back to let the Tallests see the machine, but when he does, there is a large machine
overload and the contraption explodes, ending the Transmission... Permenently)

Red: Uh... What just happened?

Purple: I don't know... Do you think he's dead?



(There is a long pause before the Tallests begin laughing and high-fiving)

Red: Yes!

(BACK ON EARTH...)

(GIR sits up and rubs his head, unaware of what had just happened)

GIR: Master, that was fuuun! Master? Master? MASTER?

(GIR runs this way and that, searching for Zim, but there is no sign of him)

GIR: Master...

(He sits there for a long time, crying at the lost of his best(and only) friend)

(THE TALLESTS HOLD A LARGE MEETING...)

Red:...And since he's dead, we'll need one of you to take his spot...

(Thousands of eager Irken hands spring up from the audience)

Purple: Ummm... I don't know... Uh...

Red: I know! How about that one we put in jail... Y'know, the girl?

Purple: Of course! Fetch her, uh... Isl!

(A female Irken with one purple and one red eye stepes forward, salutes, and walks off toward the cells.
She opens the door and light pours in for the first time in a long time onto the inhabitant)

Isl: The Tallests have requested your presence. Follow me.

(A female Irken with purple eyes, a red invader's uniform, antennae that curl into a square, and a gray
PAK with black spots steps out of the darkness of the cell, and follows Isl. Once onto the stage, her face
lights up at the sight of the Tallest, and the enourmus crowd of Irkens)

Red: Invader Lucy! We have called upon you so that you could take the place of a deceased Irken!

Lucy: W-which one?

Purple: Zim.

(The name echoes through Lucy's head. Somehow she knows it... But she's not sure how...)

Red: In a few minutes, we want you to step into the portal here, and have your gear.



Purple(Whispering to Red): What about a SIR Unit?

Red: Uh... Oh, yeah! Since we weren't expecting any new Invaders, this is all we've got left...

(Red sets a switched off robot in front of Lucy. Lucy smiles)

Lucy: Uh... Wake up?

KIM(In duty mode): Hello, master! My name is KIM.

Lucy: Hi KIM...

(KIM goes from red eyes to purple and now is sticking her tounge out in stupidity)

KIM: Hi dere!!!

(KIM waves furiously and Lucy cringes)

Lucy: I already said hi...

KIM: Hi dere!

(KIM's stupid behaviour makes something inside her snap. Suddenly, all the time spent in the cell faded
away. Her Invader-Like personality returned)

Lucy: Enough of that, KIM! We don't have time for your foolish games! Let us move on... To Earth!!!



2 - That's Why We're Here!

Lucy: Let's step into the portal, KIM!

KIM: Okey-dokey!

(KIM leaps for the portal, but Lucy catches her just in time)

Lucy: KIM! What are you doing?

KIM: Goin' into the portal shiny thingie!

(Lucy slaps her forehead)

Lucy: KIM, if we just jump in like that, all that will happen is that we'll float in the endless void forever! We
have to wait if we want to get to Earth!

KIM: But'cha told me to!

Lucy: I know, but I was going to tell you when to get in.

KIM: Oooh... Okay!

Lucy: Okay, KIM.... NOW!!!

(They both jump in, KIM is screaming wildly. They spin and twist, making Lucy sick to her stomach.
Suddenly, the swirling colors cease, and all that surrounds them is Earth. Lucy stands there, horrified,
but not showing it in front of KIM)

Lucy: So  this  is Earth. I expected so much more! This place is nothing but a pitiful ball of filth!

(Lucy regains confidence as she says these insults)

Voice: Who said that? And why are you here?

Lucy: A better question would be: Who are  you ?

(An Irken steps out of the shadows of what appears to be a wrecked house)

Voice: I am Zim.

Lucy: Zim... I thought you were dead! Why are you here?

Zim: To invade the Earth, and conquer the filthy planet!



Lucy: That's why  we're  here!

Zim: Who's 'we'?

Lucy: KIM! Get over here!

(KIM walks over with GIR, whom she'd found earlier when Lucy wasn't looking)

Zim: GIR! Who is that?

GIR: I have nooo idea! But she's a robot! Woohoo!

Lucy: Yeah, that's my SIR Unit, KIM. he's kinda... Um...

Zim: Stupid? Yeah, GIR too.

(For a moment, Lucy's eyes are glued to Zim. His scorched clothing with black spots on it(from the
explosion), his antennae, his Invader-Like sneer... She looks away quickly. Suddenly, Zim's clothes
repair themselves, and the black spots dissapear. He seems not at all surprised)

Zim: And you thought I was dead?

Lucy: Er... Yeah... Um, the Tallest told me so... That's why they sent me here. For your replacement.

Zim: They could never replace THE MIGHT OF ZIM! No offence, uh...

Lucy: Name's Invader Lucy.

(Lucy holds out hand and Zim takes it. Something inside of Lucy flutters. Her heart? No. Invaders don't
have or feel the need to have emotions. But she swears, she felt something... They shake hands)

Zim: Hi.

Lucy: So, uh... What's with all the reckage?

Zim: Uh... Just a minor mishap I had with one of my machines.

GIR: Ya! It was all like, BOOM! KABOOM! KABAMBAMBOOM!

(Lucy raises her eyebrow, and Zim smiles nervously because he knew he'd been found out)

Lucy: Oh, so that's why the Tallest thought you were dead! They must've known you'd blown up
something, and thought you'd blown up with it!

Zim: Uh... Heh-heh... Yeah. Anyway, we can't be seen as Irkens on the streets! We have to get inside!



Lucy: Get inside where? I thought your place blew up...?

(Zim presses a button and the house instantly springs up out of the ground, making Lucy jump in
surprise)

Lucy: W-wow... That house just built  itself !

Zim: Yeah, I know. It's some Irken technology I managed to bring with me. Let's go inside.

(Lucy follows Zim into the odd-looking house. Inside, they walk into the kitchen. There, Zim walks over to
the toilet, and motions for Lucy to get in)

Lucy: Eeww... Why would I want to go in  there ?

Zim: It's the entrance to the underground base. Get in.

Lucy: Okay...

(Lucy steps in and swirls down to the base, followed by Zim. Down there, Zim sets up the disguise
machine)

Lucy: What is that?

Zim: Standard disguise mechanism. It'll give you a disguise so that the filthy humans won't recognise
you.

Lucy: Okay, but how does it work?

(Zim presses various buttons and steps away)

Zim: Stand right here...

(Lucy stands in the spot Zim tells her)

Zim: ...and find out!



3 - They Don't Like You Either...

(Lights start flashing, and the pods come together on Lucy. She comes out as a green-skinned human,
with middle-length brown hair, and blue eyes(See mah new pic of it yet?))

Lucy: AAGH! I look.. HIDEOUS!

Zim: Yes, I know. These humans have surprisingly unattractive features.

Lucy: I can... Tell... Can I get out of this disguise now? I'm feeling sick just looking at myself.

Zim: Okay. Meet me upstairs.

(Lucy nods, and Zim walks up to the tube that transports him up into the main house. After a while, Lucy
comes back, in her Irken form)

Zim: Lucy... If we're going to be partners, I need to know more about you.

Lucy: Sure! Uh... Well, I was a victim of the battle of Zam and Zom, who are my brothers.

Zim: Really?

Lucy: Sadly... Anyway, after a mishap that happened when I was training,

(Zim cuts Lucy off)

Zim: What happened?

Lucy: Well, I was training to be an Invader, and my PAK went haywire... I ended up crashing through
most of the machinery while I was flying around... After that, the Tallests were so angry they sent me to
this dark, creepy cell. And even though I didn't d anything wrong, my PAK just malfunctioned, they don't
like me. That's why I guess they sent me to this rundown, horrid planet.

Zim: Oh... Well, I was sent here on a mission. I'm going to overthrow the Earth!

(Zim tells Lucy his story)

Lucy: Really? Well Zim? Uh... Um... Er... I think...

Zim: What?

Lucy: I've got a feeling... That they don't like you, either.

Zim: What? That's ridiculous! If they hate me, why would they send me on the important secret mission?



Lucy: I'm sorry, Zim, but face the facts. They didn't even tell you the name of the planet, let alone what
lives there, they gave you a stupid SIR, they were about to make you leave with a broken heart and just
a sandwich, and on top of  that , they made you come this place!

Zim: But... They can't... It can't be true... I trusted them...

(Zim is staring at the floor, sad)

Lucy: But, you can't let that get you down! If we team up and take control of Earth, we can show the
Tallests what we're  really  made of! C'mon Zim, can you at least try?

(Zim looks up, smiles weakly and shakes Lucy's outstreched hand. They shake hands for a long time,
then suddenly, dive into a hug. Lucy's body tingles as though she has been electrocuted. After a while,
they two stop hugging and back away. Zim clears his throught)

Zim: Ahem, now then! Let us make our devious plans! GIR!

Lucy: KIM!

(The two SIRs stumble idiotically into the room)

Zim: Make sure no one gets in here, okay?

GIR(Duty mode): Yes Sir!

Lucy: You too, KIM!

KIM(Duty mode): Yes, Ma'am!

(They both switch back to stupid mode and run off towards the TV. Lucy and Zim go back down to the
base, Lucy trying to forget she was going down a toilet. Down there, they start brainstorming...)

Zim: So, what doom shall we bring to the Earthenoids?

Lucy: Well Zim, I've only been here for under an hour... What don't they like?

Zim: Well, there's this thing called a 'doctor' that no one likes to go to, because apparently you pay tons
of money to have needles jabbed into you.

Lucy: Ouch... Anything else?

Zim: I found that humans don't enjoy the 'dentist' either, because you still pay a lot of money, but you
have your teeth poked and jabbed at.

Lucy: Double ouch... What else?



Zim: Oh! And the most delicious fact of all... Heh-heh... Some of the humans have 'allergies' to specific
types of plants and animals. It makes them cough or sneeze uncontrolably, or their throat closes up.

Lucy: Wow! Zim, I think we can use these 'allergies' to our advantage!

Zim: But how? I mean, not every human has allergies.

Lucy: But I have a degree in invention! We can  make  them all have allergies! I can build a machine that
can help us!

Zim: Brilliant! That way we'll stock up on the allergens, and therefore destroy the human race!

Lucy: Let's get started... At Skool...



4 - The Plan Begins... Today!

(Lucy and Zim get into their human disguises and head over to the Skool. There, they go inside and find
Ms. Bitters' classroom. They step inside)

Ms. Bitters: Zim! I told you, do NOT bring your  hideous  friends to Skool!

Lucy: I am NOT hideous you old roach!

(Ms. Bitters flinches)

Zim: She's new. She's my sister.

Ms. Bitters: (sigh) Fine then. Take a seat next to Zim...

(As Lucy heads to her seat, she flashes an  evil  stare at Ms. Bitters)

Dib: Great! Look at that! Yet  another  reason that I'm NOT crazy! Look at her! Take a good look!
Practically twins! Aliens, the both of them!

(Lucy leans over to Zim)

Lucy(Whispering): Who is that fruit loop?

Zim(Whispering): That's just the Dib-stink. He knows who we are.

Dib: See? SEE!? They're conferring in their ancient alien tounge!

Lucy: No, I just called you a fruit loop!

(Zim laughs)

Random Kid: She's right, Dib. What if they're sister and brother and they just have the same skin
condition, huh?

(Kids nod)

Dib: But... but... Oh, forget it. When the world crumbles and it's all their fault don't come crying to me.

Ms. Bitters: If you're done now, Dib, I'd like to explain the odds of a catastrophic explosion, reacting in
the overall destruction of our planet.

(Lucy waves her hand in the air)



Ms. Bitters: What.

Lucy: Out of ten, how many humans would you say have allergies?

Ms. Bitters: Your stupid question doesn't mean anything to me, Lucy.

Lucy: Fine, you crippled witch...

(The Skool bell rings and the two Irkens exit the doors in a hurry with their notes they had scrawled
down at recess)

Zim: I saw an Earth smeet breathe near a small plant, and it reacted quite strangely.

Lucy: What happened?

Zim: It started choking and gasping and fell to the ground, writhing in pain! AHAHAHA!

(Both of them start laughing. Lucy recovers from laughter and looks around suspiciuosly)

Lucy: Let's get out of here before Dib finds us...

(Zim nods and they go back to Zim's house)

Zim: Finally. It's insane how long it takes to get back here. Anyway, what information did you gather,
Lucy?

Lucy: Well, uh... Nothing much...

(Lucy sweats as she remembers the hearts she had doodled in her notepad)

Zim: Yes? What did you find out?

Lucy: Um... That when they sneeze, they need tissues...

(Lucy is having difficulty reading her notes under all the Lucy+Zim 4ever doodles)

Zim: Okay... But how will that help...?

Lucy: Oh! I know! I can invent a machine that makes tissues that  induce  allergies, and not prevent
them! Every human who uses them will fall to our power!

Zim: Good idea! When can you get started?

Lucy: Heh-heh... When can I get started? The plan begins... Today!

(They both rush over to a pile of crazy machinery and random parts)



Lucy: Mm-hm... Mm-hm... Perfect!

(Lucy grabs two armfulls of gadgets and stumbles under the weight of the stuff as she approaches the
inventor's table and almost falls)

Lucy: Whoa... WHOA!

(Lucy does fall and lands under a pile of machinery)

Lucy: Ow...

Zim: Lucy! You okay?

Lucy: Yeah...

(As she gets up Lucy stares into Zim's eyes and suddenly remembers everything...)



5 - Lucy's Flashback

(Lucy is having a flashback)

(Screaming shoots through the Irken air as blasts rain down upon the Irkens. Smeets that have just been
created run this way and that, not knowing what's going on. Lucy was about 8 Irken years old. Or 108 in
human years. She was trying to convince her brother, Zom, to stop destroying everything. Zom was 110
years old, or 10)

Lucy: Zom! Why are you doing this? I thought you were my brother!

Zom: I don't care anymore, Lucy! This is domination here! I could have this! All of this at my command!

Lucy: You have yo believe me, Zom! You weren't always bent on destruction! You were once nice, and
caring... You were once my brother!

Zom: That's in the past, Lucy! Now get out of my way!

(Zom blasts Lucy with his raygun and she goes flying backwards, hitting her head on a rock nearby)

Lucy: Zom...

(Lucy is about to black out when she hears a familiar voice)

Voice: What're you doing, Zom? Stop this right now!

Lucy: Zam! Zam, help me! Where are you?

(Lucy feels around in the darkness that has settled around the planet)

Zam: Lucy? Where are you?

Lucy: Over here!

(Blasts ring in her ears as Lucy makes her way toward Zam's voice. A hand grabs her arm and steadys
her)

Lucy: Zam... I found you...

(The grabber's face is illuminated by an electric sword)

Zom: Ha... Gotcha now, sis!

Lucy: Zom! Aaaah! No! Let... Me... GO!



(Lucy breaks free of her brother's grasp and runs in the opposite direction, towards a light from an
escape pod. She recognizes her other brother near it)

Lucy: Oh! Zim! I'm over here!

(Zim was the same age as Lucy)

Zim: Let's get out of here, Lucy!

(They both climb into the pod and tears stream down Lucy's face as she watches her brothers battle.
Zam and Zom are left fighting. Lucy and Zim float through space for quite some time. After two days or
so the pod kicks in and starts hurdling back to Irk)

Lucy: Finally! We're moving, Zim! Look, I can see Irk!

(Lucy hugs Zim tight and never wants it to end. She loves him so much. The nicest of her three brothers
*Weird huh? O_o*. They get back to Irk and slowly climb out. Zam is badly injured, with one antennae,
leg and arm missing. Zim and Lucy rush him to the hospital where he is fixed up and given cybernetic
parts. Everything returns to normal until... A couple years later...)

Lucy: Ah... Another night of inventing... I need to stop doing that, staying up so late...

(Lucy is 11 now, or 111. She looks at the clock)

Lucy: Oh no! I totally forgot I'm supposed to be down at the training center!

(She rushes out of her home unit and runs toward the training center. There, the Irkens are training to
use their PAKs)

Lucy: All right! Let's do this, PAK!

(She attempts to hover, at least a little. She soon gets the hang of it and flys around the room, the other
Irkens watching in awe. The Tallests come in to see the training, and spot Lucy)

Red: Wow, is she a pro?

Purple: No, just a trainee.

(Lucy sees the Tallests below and waves, but her PAK busts a fuse and she goes hurdling this way and
that, blowing up the training center. The Tallests slap a prison PAK on her, wipe her memory, and the
Irken guards throw her into a cell. Lucy cries and cries alone in the darkness. After that, you know what
happened)



6 - I Know You! I Really Do!

(Lucy retuns from her flashback and shakes her head)

Zim: Lucy! You came to! That bump on the head must've knocked you out cold!

Lucy: Yeah...

(Lucy remembers seeing Zim in her flashback)

Lucy: Zim! I know you! I really do!

Zim: Of course you do. You're my partner.

Lucy: Don't you remember me? The escape pod? When I yelled out to you, '  Oh! Zim! I'm over here! '

Zim: Oh my gosh... Lucy! My sister!

(They hug and Lucy now knows why she loved Zim so much. He was her brother. They hugged for a
long time and Lucy even cried a little)

Lucy: Do you ever wonder... What happened to Zam after we parted?

Zim: I didn't remember you, but yes. I wonder what happened to Zom, too.

Lucy: They probably locked him up somewhere... Zam probably went off to become a legend... It
appears to me now how long it's been.

Zim: Mm-hm... Now that we've realized, let's conquer the Earth as brother and sister!

Lucy: Right! I almost forgot.

(After hours of toiling over the machinery and welding parts, Lucy comes up to the main house, covered
in soot and ash)

Lucy: Ahh... Done! Zim! Come quick and look!

(Zim follows Lucy down to the base and gasps when he sees the towering machine before him. It whirrs
and sputters. Lucy presses a button and a tissue falls out of a hatch on the side. Lucy holds it up,
triumphantly)

Lucy: And, I made it so that it won't effect us!

Zim: Lucy, this is amazing! Really!



Lucy: So, tomorrow, I have a plan for Skool...

(The next day they get into the classroom with boxes and boxes of the tissues)

Zim: Okay, filthy dirtbreathers! We have brought with us tissues! Use them now, or face the wrath of 
 Zim. 

(The kids nervously take tissues and rub their noses furiously. All of a sudden, they begin to choke and
fall to the ground. Lucy and Zim start laughing. Meanwhile, back at the base, KIM and GIR are walking
around the underground portion and find the machine)

KIM: Ooooh! Lever, GIR, lever!

GIR: I see it! I see it! Woooo!

(GIR pulls the lever that marks 'effects Lucy and Zim' and 'does not effect lucy and zim' to 'effects Lucy
and Zim'. Above, Zim and Lucy get home)

Zim: Eew... Lucy, you have human filth on your face.

(Zim pulls out one of the tissues and wipes it off Lucy's forehead)

Lucy: Thanks! *Cough* Uh, Zim... *Cough cough, choke*

Zim: Lucy! What's the matter?

Lucy: The tissues... *Choke, gag* Check the machine... *Gag, cough*

(Zim runs down to the base and checks the machine. The lever says 'effects Lucy and Zim'. Zim gasps
and turns it off quickly, then runs back upstairs)

Zim: Lucy? You okay?

(Zim sees her unconcious on the ground and lifts her onto the couch)

Zim: Lucy... Why did this happen...? Why...?

Lucy: Zim... Zim... Are-are you there, Zim?

Zim: Yes! Lucy! Are you alright?

Lucy: I... I think so...

(Lucy gets up and rubs her head. Then she returns to normal and when she yells she makes Zim jump)

Lucy: GIIIIIIIIIR! KIIIIIIIM! YOU GET IN HERE RIGHT NOW OR ELSE!



KIM: (Duty mode)Yes, ma'am!(Stupid mode) What's goin' on, Master? Did the ice cream come yet?

Lucy: WHAT ICE CREAM!?

KIM: Sheesh! The ice cream that me and GIR pulled the lever for!

Lucy(Through gritted teeth): What lever...?

GIR: The one on the big machine downstairs! WOOOOO! WE GONNA GET ICEY CREAMS!!!

Lucy: That was not... AN ICE CREAM LEVER!

KIM: Aw, man. It wasn't?

Lucy: THAT WAS THE LEVER THAT ALMOST KILLED ME!

KIM: Ooooh... Okay!

Lucy: NO! NOT OKAY! I AM DONE WITH YOU, KIM! GET OUT OF MY SIGHT!

Zim: Lucy, you don't need to be that harsh... Harsher than me, I mean...

Lucy: I DON'T CARE IF I'M HARSH! LEAVE ME ALONE!

(Lucy goes stomping out of the house, leaving Zim, GIR, and KIM confused. Outside, Lucy sits down
and starts crying)

Lucy: Why did they have to fight? I could have taken them with me. But Zam and Zom... They're gone...

(Zim was on the doorstep and had heard her talking)

Zim: It's okay, Lucy. They'll turn up eventually. For now, all we can do is wait.

Lucy(Thinking): *He still is the nice one. Looking out for me. He calmed me down. Zim...*

Lucy: Zim, I really appreciate this. Thanks.

(They both go inside)



7 - Where Did They Go?

(Lucy and Zim enter the classroom and take their seats. Dib walks up)

Dib: I know the truth, you guys. Your aliens, and I'll prove it.

Zim: For the last time, filty Dib-monkey, we are  not  aliens, okay?

Lucy: Yeah. Leave us alone, will ya? You're nothing but a big fruit loop and you're starting to annoy me.
After a while, I can get  really  annoyed...

(Dib sighs and goes stomping away)

Zim: Thanks for handling that, Lucy.

Lucy: No prob.

Zim: Anyway, we've got to keep GIR and KIM away from that machine...

Lucy: No dip! Yeah, they almost killed me!

Zim: Mabye we should just remove that lever. It doesn't do much good to us, anyway. It's not like we're
going to try to destroy ourselves.



Lucy: Yeah.

(After a LONG day at Skool, the two exhausted Irkens leave)

Zim: Wow, that was boring. I feel like yelling at GIR and KIM for a while.

Lucy: I'll be right there, I have to get out of this disguise.

Zim: Okay.

(Lucy gets out of her disguise as Zim walks away)

Zim: Hey, Lucy?

(Lucy runs in to join Zim)

Lucy: Yeah?

Zim: Where are GIR and KIM?

Lucy: I don't know... GIR! KIM! Huh? They won't answer...

Zim: GIR! KIM! COME OUT HERE AT ONCE!

Lucy: Where did they go?

Zim: They probably just went to the Crazy Taco again... Let's just hope they went in their disguises.



Lucy: Yeah. So, uh.... OKAY MAYBE WE SHOULD LOOK FOR THEM!

(Lucy panics after seeing GIR and KIM's disguises on the floor in the corner)

Zim: RIGHT BEHIND YOU!

(They both throw on their disguises and run outside in search of the missing SIRs)

Lucy: Okay, so they can't have gotten far since Skool started like 4 hours ago I think...

Zim: I sure hope so... If anyone sees them withour their disguises...

Lucy: Do not even speak of such calamities! We just need to find them, quick!

(They cut down an alley and walk into the shadows. Lucy sees one red and one purple eye and
suddenly she knows)

Lucy: You're that Irken that got me from my cell! Oh what was your name... Isl!

Isl: So, you've found me out, haven't you?

(Isl walks out of the shadows grinning evily)

Zim: What did you do to KIM and GIR?

Isl: Oh, nothing special...

Lucy: You tell us right now or else!

Isl: Or else what? You'll use your spider legs and blow your cover?



Lucy: Uh... Uh... JUST TELL US WHERE GIR AND KIM ARE AND WE'LL LEAVE!

Isl: Oh, you don't understand. They're not GIR and KIM anymore. Meet Kimmy and Gerald.

(Two humans walk out of the darkness, one with purple eyes, the other with light blue. Zim gasps and
Lucy becomes infuriated)

Lucy: WHAT DID YOU DO TO THEM!? YOU MADE THEM LOOK ALL... HUMAN-LIKE!

Isl: I know, isn't it grand? They've come to know me as kind of a parent. Master or Overlord is what I
think. They'll prove useful to me in my mission.

Zim: What mission?

Lucy: Y-you... You...

(Lucy bursts into tears and runs over to Kimmy, or what used to be KIM. She wraps her arms around the
human and cries some more. Kimmy comes out of her trance, and as soon as she does Isl runs off and
jumps a fence)

Kimmy: Ew! Get off of me, freakish green kid! Take your ugly green boyfriend and leave!

(Gerald or what used to be GIR comes to)

Gerald: Yeah, leave us alone!

(Gerald and Kimmy walk off, leaving Lucy sobbing and Zim comforting her)



8 - We HAVE To Get Them Back!

(After a long while of crying, Lucy follows Zim back to the base. There, she sits down on the couch)

Lucy: I still can't believe they're gone...

Zim: Lucy, neither can I, but we have to go on.

Lucy: We HAVE to get them back! And I know how. We'll track down that horrible Irken, Isl, and defeat
her! After that I'm sure she must have some data of the SIRs we used to know.

Zim: Right! Like you said, we can at least try.

(Lucy nods. They both go down to the underground base and the huge screen. Zim transmits the
Tallest)

Lucy and Zim: Invaders Lucy and Zim, reporting for duty!

Tallest Red: For once, Zim, we're glad you called us.

(Zim's eyes light up and he smiles)

Tallest Purple: But only because you're on the planet the disaster is taking place.

(Zim's smile fades)

Lucy: What disaster?

Tallest Red: Isl. She used to be one of our best Invaders before  it happened.

Zim: What's  it ?

Tallest Purple: Er... I'm too scared to even say. Red, you take over this one...

(Red sighs)

Red: Right after you left Lucy, Isl put her plan into action and started destroying everything with the help
of her partner.

Lucy: And what partner would that be?

Purple: Z-z-z-z-

Red: Out with it, Purple!



Purple: ZOM!

(Lucy and Zim gasp at the sound of their brother's name)

Zim: Zom... Our brother?

(Red nods)

Red: The very same one who tried to kill all of the Irkens.

(Purple shivers and nods)

Lucy: How could he...? Not again... He can't still be that evil, can he?

Purple: Oh, he was. He started tearing up the place. He tried to kill us... All of us...

Red: We couldn't alert you because the monitors were destroyed in all the chaos. We're still making
repairs as we speak.

Purple: And if you don't stop the both of them... THE WHOLE UNIVERSE COULD BE RIPPED AT THE
VERY SEAMS!

(Lucy and Zim cringe at the thought of the universe tearing apart)

Red: Oh, and you'll need to report here with one other Irken, and a human.

Lucy: Yes, Tallest. We will.

(Lucy and Zim salute as the transmission ends. Lucy opens her mouth to speak)

Zim: Oh no... Don't even think about it... I will not go with you...

(Lucy drags Zim to Dib's house and then knocks on the door. Dib appears, shocked)

Dib: Why are  you  here? Shouldn't you be plotting the ultimate takeover of my planet?

Lucy: Shut up. We'll do that later. For now, we need your help.



9 - We Need You To Help Us

Dib: What is it?

Zim: There's this Irken named Isl who's trying to destroy the universe. She's got our brother on her team
and we need a filthy human to aid us.

Lucy: Hey, and we didn't  want you to come, the Tallest just said you have to.

Zim: Yeah, Lucy, butdidn't they also say we need an Irken?

Lucy: Don't worry. I know just the guy for the job.

Zim: Who?

Lucy: I'll tell you later. For now, let's just get to the Voot.

Dib: Hold on a sec, I've got to grab my camera. I can't  believe I'm finally going to see what you two are
all about.

(Lucy grabs his arm and pulls him back)

Lucy: Oh no you don't. Your pitiful camera isn't going to take  any pictures on this mission. Let's just get
out of here.

Dib: (Sigh) Okay, but this better not be one of your tricks, Lucy. You either, Zim.

Zim: We get the idea, already! You hate us! Yay for you! Now let's GO!

(Dib reluctantly follows the two back to Zim's base and they board the Voot. Lucy is piloting and not
doing a very good job)

Lucy: Whoa... Whoa... Whoa! Hey! I was  not ment to be doing this! I'm an Invader, but other than that
I'm only an inventor! Zim! You take over!

Zim: Gladly.

Dib: Wow. A  real  alien space ship. Now I  really wish I'd brought my camera.

Lucy: Shut up, Dib. I'm trying to think.

Zim: Yeah, but where are we going to find an Irken?

Lucy: Set course for... Oh, where... Uh, HEROTIA!



Zim: But no one's ever lived there in 1000 years...

Lucy: Just trust me, Zim. I know what I'm doing.

(A LONG ride is taken to Herotia. There, they land the Voot and Dib runs out anxiously. He gasps at the
scenery. Black clouds surround a tall mountain, it's peak almost reaching the heavens. It is a barron
landscape and it looks like it has been unoccupied forever)

Dib: Wow...

Lucy: Yeah. Wow. Now let's get going, we need to get to the top of the mountain.

Dib: That mountain!?

(Dib points to the huge looming rock)

Lucy: No. The  other mountain. OF COURSE THAT ONE! IT'S THE ONLY STINKING MOUNTAIN ON
THIS PLANET!

(Dib jumps when Lucy yells, and Zim gets out his life scanenr)

Zim: Oh my gosh. There seems to be life  inside the mountain.

Lucy: What!? That's immpossible! That mountain's solid rock!

Zim: I'm also picking up readings of maximum heat nearby.

Dib: A volcano!

Lucy: Huh?

Dib: It's the only way anyone could survive in there! Volcanoes are hollow inside, right? So, someone
could have gotten in there and blocked off the magma!

Zim: I hate to say it, but he's right. We need to get inside that volcano.

Lucy: Right.

(The three run off in the direction of the volcano. After a long time they reach it, and stop to catch their
breath)

Dib: Okay... We need to find a better way of transportation.

Zim: All we have for now are our legs. We can't fly the Voot too close to the heat.

Lucy: We have to get in there. I wonder where the entrance is?



Zim: According to the scanner, it's that way.

(Zim points in the direction of a large rock. They all go running at it, and out of nowhere it starts glowing.
The two sides of it part, and a blazing light can be seen in between the two slabs of rock. Lucy, Zim, and
Dib sheild their eyes as a figure steps out from the opening. Everything goes dark again)

Lucy: W-what just happened?

(They uncover their eyes and look around)

Zim: Is anyone there? Hello?

Dib: That was really weird. That rock just opened up like a door!

Lucy: Well, it must've opened up for someone. Let's go.

Zim: Where should we even look? It was so bright that even  I, THE ALMIGHTY ZIIIIM! Could not see
anything.

Lucy: Uh... I don't know. Over there?

(Just as Lucy points, an Irken appears, slashing a light sword through the air. It hits Dib and he
dissapears)

Zim: Huh? What the...!?

Lucy: Where'd Dib go?

Irken: Who are you. You're tresspassing.

Zim: Well, who are you?

Irken: If you have to know, I'm Zam.

Lucy: Ah! Zam! It's Lucy and Zim! Your siblings! We've come to ask you a favor.

Zam: What kind of favor?

Zim: Isl and Zom have been plotting to rip the universe!

Zam: Oh. Well, I don't think I can help you with that. Bye.

Lucy: What!? We came all this way for nothing!? Zam, we need you to help us...

Zim: She's right, Zam. If you want to be destroyed, stay here. But I'm not about to sit back and let
everything I know be blown up.



(Zam thinks for a long time, then finally speaks)

Zam: Okay. I get your point. I'll come with you so we can defeat them.

Lucy: Yes! Now, where did you put Dib?

Zam: Oh, the other species? Yeah.

(Zam snaps his fingers and Dib appears right where he had been standing before)

Dib: Whoa! What just happened? Who's that?

Zim: We don't have time to explain to you, Dib-stink.

(The four heroes get into the Voot and head to Irk, where another disaster is taking place)



10 - It's Over

(They land on Irk and instantly see the problem. Zom and Isl are making their way to the Tallest and the
ultimate destruction of the Irken empire. Lucy, Dib, Zim, and Zam are horrified. Lucy spots 'Kimmy' and
'Gerald' in the crowd of screaming Irkens, motionless)

Lucy: KIM! GIR! Over here! Guys, don't you know it's us?

Zim: C'mon! We have to go and get them!

Zam: Ugh... Alright, but there's a much bigger problem here then your SIR Units...

(The four go running over to KIM and GIR, and start trying to recover them)

Lucy: Wake up! WAKE UP!

(No matter how hard Lucy shook them, they would not wake. Just then Zim has a brilliant idea and pulls
out a taco)

Zim: Hey, KIM, GIR! Look what I've got!

(Both of them open their eyes)

KIM and GIR: TACOOOOS!

(Suddenly in a huge blast of energy, they turn back to their SIR Unit selves, and grab the taco, ripping it
to shreds and eating it)

Lucy: Yeah! KIM, GIR, you're back!

GIR: From where?

(GIR's mouth is full of taco so when he talks you can see his food)

Zim: Eeww...

Zam: NOW can we go fix the problem? I have a feeling they're getting closer to their goal...

Lucy: Okay! Guys, let's do this.

(BATTLE DESCRIPTION!!!!!!)

(Lucy extends her spider legs and charges for Zom and Isl. The other Irkens follow, extending their
spider legs as well. Dib is left to run behind them, panting. Lucy shoots a large laser at Isl and it hits her,



sending her flying to the ground. Zom turns and sees them, so he extends his spider legs. They are
bigger and way more advanced than Lucy's, Zam's, or Zim's. He starts shooting lasers, and one hits
Zam. His spider legs retract, and he goes flying backwards. Zim goes forward and hits Zom with a laser,
thus beginning a huge war of blasting and shouts. Lucy and Zim, with the help of Zam and Dib, corner
the evil duo)

Lucy: It's over, Isl.

Zam: You can't hide anymore.

Isl: Oh, really? Kimmy! Gerald! ATTACK THEM!

(When nothing happens, Lucy smirks, and Isl begins to sweat)

Zom: You guys... Can't have beaten us! I'll fight you all!

Zim: Really? I think not.

(Zim presses a button and the ground opens up underneath Isl and Zom. They both fall into the hole,
screaming)

(Later, Lucy and Zim make a transmission to the Tallest after Zam had left and they'd returned to Earth)

Zim: ...and so, they won't be causing any more trouble.

Red: Good work, guys.

Purple: We'll see you when you transmit us next?

Zim: Yes.

Lucy and Zim: Invaders Lucy and Zim, signing off.

 THE END 
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